


Our world will 
change more in 

the next 20 years

…than in the 
previous  

300 years!PHRONESIS





The end of 
‘Business as 

usual’

Megashifts.digital



8 out of the 10 technological GAME-CHANGERS will greatly impact airports 



Big Data Cloud Internet of Things Voice Control  
& IDAs

AI/IA Blockchain 3DPrinting AR/VR/MR

(Quantum Computing)

(Genetic Engineering)











The 3 Future Principles of Technology



As Science Fiction is 
increasingly becoming 
Science Fact, we must 

take a WIDER VIEW



What could your ‘airport’ look like in 10 years?



Virtual (Holographic) Travel 
Urban Living (The Circle) 

Local and regional autonomous flying 
Hyperloop stations 

!! Detach from airplanes ?? 



Humans & Machines



Technology ☯ Humanity







Smart yet HUMAN airports: the low hanging fruit









Anything that can be digitised and automated, will be - but anything that CANNOT will become extremely valuable!



ANDRORITHMS





2020: Welcome to the NEW RENAISSANCE



Our biggest challenge is not (yet) the machines will take over but THAT WE BECOME TOO MUCH LIKE THEM!



Your customers are not algorithms!



ETHICS and PRIVACY  
are becoming crucial  

BRAND DIFFERENTIATORS 
Ethics is knowing the difference 

between doing what you have the 
right (or the power) to do and what 

is the RIGHT THING TO DO



Sustainability is now THE DOMINANT NARRATIVE











The End of ‘Business as Usual’

“A  globally rising tide of protest about failure to 
tackle climate change, the strong reference of 

younger workers and customers to purpose-led 
businesses (and their dislike of those companies that 

fall short), and conflicts over the fact that wages 
continue to lag overall economic growth”  

(via the FT)



How to DO the Future



Immerse but keep asking tough questions!



Pine & Gilmore 1999

Technology ☯ Humanity: Experiences & Relationships will matter more than ever before



Never put efficiency over humanity. Remember: Technology is not WHAT we seek but HOW we seek!



Future Principles: Technology Future Principles: Humanity and Society 



Future-Readiness




